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Abstract—Fault-injection experiments on the instruction-set
architecture level are commonly used to analyze embedded
software’s susceptibility to hardware faults, typically involving
a vast number of experiments with systematically varying fault
locations and times. Determinism and high performance are the
predominant requirements on fault-injection platforms. Injecting
faults into a real embedded hardware platform instead of a
simulator is favorable for both workload execution speed and
result accuracy. The most performance-critical part of such a
fault-injection platform is the “fast forward” operation, which
executes the target machine code without faults until the exact
dynamic instruction is reached at which the execution must be
stopped to inject the next fault. Unfortunately, most embedded
CPUs do not support this operation efficiently.
In this paper we present an approach that speeds up fastforwarding significantly for most workloads with minimal requirements on hardware support. Based on a previously recorded
instruction trace – which is needed for systematic fault-injection
experiment planning anyways – we use standard debugging
hardware to advance to a chosen point in program execution
with a minimal number of steps. We evaluate our Fail* tool
platform with two MiBench benchmark categories, and improve
experiment throughput by up to several magnitudes compared to
similar fault-injection tools in the field.

I. Introduction
Recent technology roadmaps [1], [2], [3] suggest that future
hardware designs for embedded systems will exhibit an increasing rate of soft errors, trading reliability for smaller die sizes,
lower supply voltage, and reduced production costs. This trend
creates new challenges for embedded software development,
which must application-specifically place error detection [4] and
recovery mechanisms [5] (EDM/ERMs) that do not diminish
all gains from these new hardware designs. In the future,
critical parts of the software stack of reliable embedded systems
must be hardened against hardware faults, while the remaining
unprotected components economize resource consumption by
occasionally tolerating incorrect results.
Fault injection (FI) on the instruction-set architecture (ISA)
level has been the standard analysis and EDM/ERM evaluation
technique in the software fault-tolerance community for at
least two decades [6]. A FI campaign involves a vast number
of experiments with different injected faults, deterministically
repeating target software runs with injections at systematically
chosen points in time and space [7], [8], [9]. In contrast to
Monte-Carlo approaches [10], [11], deterministic FI is based on
a previously1 recorded instruction and memory-access trace that
enables various techniques to dramatically reduce the number
of experiments to be conducted [12], [9].
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recording takes place during a fault-free, so-called “golden” run.

Injecting faults into a real embedded hardware platform
instead of a hardware simulator is favorable for both workload
execution speed and result accuracy [13], [14], [8]. Resorting
to an FPGA implementation [15] is not possible in most
cases due to the lack of accurate hardware models. The most
performance-critical part of such a fault-injection platform is
the “fast forward” operation, which deterministically executes
the target machine code without faults until a specific dynamic
instruction is reached. At this point in the instruction stream,
which is also present in the previously recorded trace and
identified by its position in that trace, the execution must be
stopped to inject the next fault. Unfortunately, most embedded
CPUs do not support this operation efficiently: Without further
information, the target platform must single-step instructions
until the specified instruction is reached. The widely used JTAG
debugging interface [16], especially when controlled through
low-cost USB debugger hardware, incurs significant roundtrip times between each step. This results in extremely long
experiment runtimes, dominated by the forwarding operation,
and consequently a low FI experiment throughput endangering
sufficient fault-space coverage.
After recapitulating the state of the art (Section II) we
present an approach that speeds up fast-forwarding significantly
for most workloads with minimal requirements on hardware support (Section III). Exploiting the information from a previously
recorded instruction trace – which is needed for systematic
fault-injection experiment planning anyways – we use standard
debugging hardware (breakpoints, memory watchpoints) to
advance to a chosen point in program execution with a minimal
number of steps. We evaluate our Fail* tool platform [17] with
MiBench’s [18] automotive and network benchmark categories,
and show an improvement in experiment throughput by up to
several magnitudes compared to similar fault-injection tools in
the field (Section IV). We discuss the evaluation results and
other approaches in Section V, and conclude in Section VI.
II. State of the Art
The problem of fast-forwarding to a specific dynamic
instruction of a deterministically executing program has been
studied not only in the fault-injection domain, but is known
especially in the context of debugging under the concept of
“deterministic replay”. For example, King et al. [19] leverage
checkpoints and Intel’s hardware performance counters to
deterministically re-execute parts of the target to create an
illusion of “time travel” backwards and forwards through the
execution of a program. More recently, Patil et al. [20] extended
a similar approach to multi-core replay without any specific
hardware support requirements, but at the expense of slow
execution in a virtual-machine environment with just-in-time
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for (i = 0; i < 64; ++i) {
for (j = 0; j < 64; ++j) {
sum += array[i+j];
}
}
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Figure 1: Example ARM machine code (initialization omitted)
and the C code snippet it was compiled from: The highlighted
static instruction at address 0x10 appears 642 = 4096 times in
the dynamic instruction stream.

compilation. In his Jockey [21] tool, Saito uses binary patching
techniques and user-defined program annotations impossible
to use for advancing to arbitrary instructions. The existing
approaches are too slow to run on embedded hardware, modify
the target software to a point where the observer effect becomes
relevant, or depend on special hardware features such as cycleaccurate performance counters. In the following, we will outline
the fast-forwarding approaches currently predominant in the
fault-injection domain.
A. Single-stepping
The most straightforward approach to advance to the N th
dynamic instruction is single-stepping N times. This approach
is feasible for very short target programs, but cannot be used for
reasonably sized workloads, as fast-forwarding to the dynamic
instruction N grows linearly: tff = texec +N ×tsinglestep . (texec
is a negligible amount of time to actually execute the stepped
instructions). For example, fast-forwarding to the highlighted
instruction in the second iteration of the inner and the second
iteration of the outer loop in Figure 1 (i = 1, j = 1; N = 400)
takes about 28.0 s – for a single experiment out of potentially
thousands – on contemporary ARM Cortex A9 development
hardware connected through a USB JTAG debugger.
B. Simple-hopping with Hardware Breakpoints
A more sophisticated approach is to use hardware breakpoints to go forward in the instruction stream by multiple
dynamic instructions at once. Fidalgo et al. [14] set a breakpoint
to advance to the first instance of a static instruction (this would
correspond to the instruction 0x10 in Figure 1, for the first
time executed at position #5 in Figure 2) but do not discuss
the general case of reaching an arbitrary dynamic instance. A
dynamic instruction with the property that it represents the
first occurence of a static instruction can therefore be reached
with a single breakpoint hop; unfortunately this property only
holds for a infinitesimal fraction of the dynamic instructions
in real-world programs with loops and branches.
Rebaudengo [22], Folkesson [13], Skarin [23], [8], and
Hannius [24] also break on the static target instruction, but
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Figure 2: Pre-recorded program trace with dynamic instructions
(eXecuted memory addresses), memory accesses (Reads and
writes), and different fast-forwarding methods: (1) Singlestepping, (2) simple-hopping, and (3)/(4) smart-hopping without/with memory watchpoint usage.

continue running the program after each breakpoint trigger until
the dynamic target instruction is reached. Figure 2 illustrates this
simple-hopping procedure with the jump chain labeled (2): A
breakpoint on the static instruction at address 0x10 triggers N =
66 times until the dynamic instruction #400 is reached. The
fast-forwarding time can be calculated as tff = texec + O × tBP ,
O being the number of breakpoint triggers. Assuming that a
breakpoint trigger and a subsequent continue takes about the
same time as a single-step, and texec is negligible, the time
needed for fast-forwarding of this example is reduced by a
factor of 6 compared to single-stepping. This reduces the actual
time overhead to about 4.6 s on the mentioned ARM platform.
C. Checkpointing
The usage of checkpoints (e.g., Berrojo et al. [7]), which
represent loadable intermediate states at a priori chosen (and
usually equidistant) dynamic instructions N1 , N2 , . . ., allows
fast-forwarding to specific points in the execution trace. A
checkpoint load costs a non-negligible amount of time, but
more importantly creating and storing checkpoints consumes
both time and storage space. Therefore, the total number of
checkpoints in use is limited, making this technique orthogonal
to fine-grained fast-forwarding techniques such as the aforementioned single-stepping or simple-hopping to navigate to the
desired target instruction after the checkpoint load.
III. Smart-hopping: Choosing the Shortest Path
Unlike deterministic replay (cf. Section II), deterministic
fault injection has the advantage of a complete instruction and
memory access trace that is usually recorded for experiment
planning purposes. Extending on the simple-hopping approach
explained in the previous section, we propose a fast-forwarding
method that exploits more trace knowledge and forwards to
a specified dynamic instruction with a minimal number of
breakpoint hops.
Instead of (simple-)hopping from one dynamic instance
of the target instruction to the next, the basic idea of our
smart-hopping approach is to iteratively set a breakpoint on
the static instruction that will trigger farthest in the future in

Algorithm 1 The smart-hopping algorithm generates the
optimal jump sequence for all possible trace positions, reusing
the solution sequence for the previous position.
# Possible memory access types in the trace:
type : enum Accesstype { execute, read, write }
# Multiple Accesses may occur at one trace pos. (point in time):
type : class Access { Int address, Accesstype type }
# Always holds the optimal hop sequence to current pos. in trace:
var cur_solution : list of tuples (Int trace_pos, Access a)
# Remember most recent occurrence of specific Access in trace:
var access_last_seen : map Access → Int trace_pos
# All memory Accesses at current trace position:
var cur_trace_events : list of type Access
cur_trace_pos ← 0
while not at trace end do
read trace events at cur_trace_pos into cur_trace_events
if any Access a ∈ cur_trace_events not in access_last_seen
then
clear cur_solution, add (cur_trace_pos, a) to it
else
new_hop ←
{x|x ∈ cur_trace_events ∧ access_last_seen[x] minimal }
last_seen ← access_last_seen[new_hop]
while length of cur_solution is > 1 do
(posa , a) ← rightmost entry in cur_solution
(posa−1 , a − 1) ← 2nd to rightmost entry in cur_solution
if last_seen ≤ posa−1 then
remove (posa , a) from cur_solution
else
break
end if
end while
add (cur_trace_pos, new_hop) to cur_solution
end if
print cur_solution
for all Access x ∈ cur_trace_events do
access_last_seen[x] ← cur_trace_pos
end for
cur_trace_pos ← cur_trace_pos + 1
end while

the instruction trace. In the example (Figures 1 and 2), this
reduces the number of breakpoint hops and debugger roundtrips to three (variant (3) in Figure 2): One at static instruction
0x2c (dynamic instruction #390), completely skipping the first
iteration of the outer loop construct, one at 0x20 (#398), and
one at the target instruction 0x10 (#400). On the aforementioned
ARM hardware, fast-forwarding time is reduced to about 0.21 s.
A. Embracing Memory Watchpoints
Although choosing an optimal breakpoint path significantly
improves the example of reaching target instruction #400, this
method degenerates when a late iteration of an instruction-wise
homogeneous loop (i.e., no varying branch decisions in the loop
body) contains the dynamic target instruction. For example, in
a scenario trying to reach instruction 0x10 in the last iteration
of the inner loop (i = 0, j = 63 in Figure 1), the optimal
breakpoint path contains 64 hops – yielding a fast-forwarding
time identical to using simple-hopping.
Fortunately, standard on-chip debugging hardware offers another feature exploitable for fast-forwarding purposes: memoryaccess watchpoints. Similar to breakpoints, watchpoints trigger
when an instruction accesses memory, and can usually even

differentiate between read and write accesses. In the aforementioned pathologic example of the last iteration of the inner loop,
the memory load instruction (0x10) accesses array element 63
exactly at the dynamic target instruction #400. This access can
therefore be used as a watchpoint hop to directly forward to
the desired target instruction, reducing the path length to one
even for this scenario. The scenario in Figure 2 (4) is further
reduced to two hops.
Algorithm 1 outlines our smart-hopping heuristic that
generates the optimal breakpoint/watchpoint hop sequence for
all possible trace positions. It iteratively consumes dynamic
instructions (including the memory accesses they perform) from
a sequentially read input trace, and reuses the (initially empty)
solution hop sequence for the previous position. Although a
solution sequence can grow to arbitrary lengths for input traces
with adverse event patterns (such as homogeneous loops with
extremely many iterations and no memory accesses, cf. Section
IV), the algorithm can be implemented with modest memory
footprint even for very large input traces.
B. Optimality
For homogeneous hop costs (i.e., identical timing properties
for breakpoints and watchpoints at arbitrary addresses), the
greedy smart-hopping heuristic is optimal due to an intuitive
argument: Not picking the farthest-possible hop from the set
of all reachable destinations cannot be better than picking
the farthest, because the set of new potential hops reachable
from a closer hop is a subset of those reachable from the
farthest-possible one. More formally, it can be shown that
always greedily choosing the farthest hop shortcuts suboptimal
detours in Dijkstra’s algorithm [25], leveraging its property of
locally optimal partial solutions.
IV. Implementation & Evaluation
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our fast-forwarding
heuristic, we chose MiBench’s [18] automotive and network benchmarks as a source for instruction and memory
access traces. They were compiled with ARM-GCC 4.6.1
(-march=armv5te) and run in the gem5 simulator [26] in
ARM syscall emulation mode to generate the traces for both
the “small” and “large” parameter sets. The left quarter of
Figure 3 shows the benchmarks and their dynamic instruction
and memory access counts for the two parameter sets.
We implemented the simple-hopping (for comparison with
the state of the art) and smart-hopping heuristics as a C++
tool as part of our Fail* fault-injection tool suite. The tool
takes an instruction and memory access trace as an input,
and calculates fast-forwarding breakpoint (and watchpoint, if
enabled) hop lists for every dynamic instruction in the trace.
Additionally, the forwarding costs are calculated. Note that an
actual fault-injection campaign would not run an experiment
for every dynamic instruction but carefully select a subset;
nevertheless the calculated maximum and average costs are a
good indication on how much faster the campaign gets with
the different heuristics.
Our embedded evaluation platform is a PandaBoard ES
with an ARM Cortex-A9 attached to a Linux PC through a
USB 2.0 JTAG debugger (Flyswatter2). Measurements showed
that the basic costs on this platform are not homogeneous as
outlined in the previous sections, but differ by a factor of two
in some cases: While a single-step and a normal hop between
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Figure 3: Benchmarks from MiBench’s automotive and network benchmark categories (with both small and large input data sets)
with dynamic instruction counts on ARMv5 and memory access counts, fed through the simple-hopping heuristic, smart-hopping
with only breakpoints, and smart-hopping with both break- and watchpoints. The results include maximum and average costs for
fast-forwarding to every dynamic instruction in the respective benchmark.

breakpoints and watchpoints take about 67 ms, hopping from a
breakpoint to another breakpoint on the same static instruction
(similar with watchpoints) takes 135 ms.2 We subsequently
implemented a slightly modified variant of Algorithm 1 that
avoids the expensive hops (by taking the second-to-farthest hop
in these cases if possible) while still yielding optimal results
when assuming a factor of exactly 2. Note that the benchmarks
were not actually run on the target hardware itself because
only the fast-forwarding overhead – which can be calculated
from the heuristics’ output and the measured basic costs for
our platform – is relevant for this article.
The smart-hopping tool with enabled watchpoints processes
about 1.5–2.3 million dynamic instructions per second (depending on the particular trace) on an Intel Xeon X5470 machine at
3.33 GHz, and its memory consumption peaks at 11.3 MiB when
analyzing the “large” bitcount trace. The table in Figure 3
shows the maximum and average fast-forwarding costs (multiply
by 67 ms for the actual fast-forwarding time) for the chosen
MiBench benchmarks:
• The commonly used simple-hopping heuristic is clearly
not usable for programs of this size: even for the “small”
input of qsort it takes an average of 75 minutes to
fast-forward to a chosen dynamic instruction, and the
other benchmarks are worse by a factor of up to 342.
• Using the smart-hopping heuristic without watchpoints
already improves the situation significantly: most
benchmarks can on average be fast-forwarded within a
matter of seconds, although the maximum forwarding
costs are still relatively high, especially for the “large”
inputs. The average fast-forwarding time improvement
ranges between a factor of 94.9 for the “small” qsort
benchmark and 68,945 for the “small” basicmath.
However, the bitcount benchmark’s costs stand out:
on average it still takes 168 minutes to fast-forward
the “large” variant, the maximum takes even twice that
long.
2 The debugger implements this case by deleting the breakpoint, stepping
a single instruction, and setting the breakpoint again. The single-step is not
necessary if the new breakpoint is at a different address.

•

Allowing smart-hopping to additionally use watchpoints as hop targets again dramatically improves fastforwarding times for almost all benchmarks: the average
fast-forward is below 320 ms for all but bitcount and
the “large” basicmath, and also the maximum costs are
within reasonable bounds. The improvement compared
to the simple-hopping heuristic now ranges between
183.2 for the “small” bitcount to 1.48 million for
the “large” dijkstra benchmark. Unfortunately, the
problematic bitcount benchmark still has extremely
high forwarding times; its maximum costs did not
improve at all with the help of watchpoints.

Figure 4 shows the average fast-forwarding costs for the first
106 dynamic instructions of the dijkstra and the problematic
bitcount benchmarks. While dijkstra’s trace constantly offers
trace features that ease fast-forwarding (static instructions that
are rarely executed, or specific memory accesses), the costs for
forwarding in the bitcount benchmark linearly increase with
the dynamic instruction count. A closer investigation of the C
code behind bitcount reveals that its nested loop constructs
repeat almost identical operations 1.125 million times (for
the “large” setup); only the use of a pseudorandom number
generator seems to introduce some variation. We believe that
this pathologic setting is relatively unrealistic for our application
domain, as fault-injection experiments will not yield any new
and interesting results after analyzing the first few of the million
outer loop iterations.
V. Discussion
The evaluation showed that our smart-hopping heuristic
improves fast-forwarding times massively for most target
programs, as the round-trip time bottleneck between host PC
and target platform dominates the total experiment time. For
example, even for the shortest benchmark (qsort “small”)
the fault-injection campaign throughput3 improves from 19.2
experiments per day to 1781 without or 73,165 with watchpoints
using smart-hopping on a single PandaBoard. This results in a
3 Assuming that setup/reset of the target platform and actual program runtime
texec add to 1 s per experiment.
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fault-space coverage improvement of more than three orders
of magnitude, with even more extreme improvements (e.g.,
dijkstra “large” improves throughput by a factor of 346,217!)
for longer-running programs.
On the other hand, the bitcount benchmark demonstrates
the limitations of smart-hopping: In the worst case, even optimal
hop chains are too long on average for reasonable fast-forward
times. Programs with very long loops that only operate on
register contents, or on a very small set of data from memory,
cannot be efficiently fast-forwarded using hardware breakpoints
and watchpoints only. In the remaining paragraphs of this
section we will discuss an extension and possible changes that
would allow us to handle these pathological cases as well.
A. Extending the Approach: Checkpointing
For target programs that exceed reasonable average fastforwarding costs, our approach can be complemented with

checkpointing (cf. Section II-C): We extended our heuristic
by an automatism that creates a checkpoint whenever the
fast-forwarding costs amounting in the current_solution
variable (Algorithm 1) cross a specified threshold, effectively
capping fast-forwarding costs there. This threshold must be
chosen large enough that it exceeds the runtime for a checkpoint
load, and should be tuned to even higher values to reduce
the number of checkpoints that must be created and stored.
Assuming checkpoint load costs of 300,4 and a threshold of
500, the “small” bitcount benchmark’s fast-forwarding costs
can be reduced to an average of 377.4 (max: 500) with only 387
checkpoints placed program-phase specifically by our heuristic.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of these checkpoints over the
benchmark’s runtime: While some program phases are very
impervious to smart-hopping and therefore interspersed with
checkpoints (up to 11 per 200,000 instructions), others can be
fast-forwarded to without any need for additional checkpoints.
Figure 6 shows the average cost curve from Figure 4b after
adding checkpoints: The costs are capped at the specified
threshold of 500.
B. Alternative and Complementary Improvements
An alternative for dealing with programs unfavorable for
smart-hopping includes hardware breakpoint/watchpoint support
that can be configured to trigger not at the first, but the nth
occurence of the watched event. For example, the Lauterbach
TRACE32 debugger attached to a Hitachi SH-4 or Freescale
MPC5500 microcontroller offers this feature; unfortunately,
these products are very expensive. Similarly, some CPUs
come with hardware performance-counting units that can be
exploited to fast-forward a specified number of, e.g., branch
instructions. However, in many instances these counters only
work “approximately accurate” [27], which counteracts the task
of forwarding to an exact dynamic instruction. More widely
available hardware support for fast-forwarding would certainly
be desirable.
Another complementary approach is to reduce the debugger
round-trip times (tsinglestep , tBP , . . .), which directly improves
all previously mentioned fast-forwarding techniques. Heinig et
al. [28] recently showed that JTAG debugging round-trip times
can be reduced to around 2 ms by implementing all timingcritical operations on a microcontroller, removing all USB and
host-PC related delays from the fast-forwarding operation.
4 Measurements on our ARM hardware indicate that it takes about 20 s, or
ca. 300 cost units with 67 ms each, to load 2 MiB of data from the host PC
into the target’s memory.

VI. Conclusions
In this article, we presented our smart-hopping heuristic,
a trace-based fast-forwarding approach for running ISA-level
fault-injection experiments on embedded platforms that only
requires basic hardware support. We outlined algorithm details
to ease implementation in other fault-injection platforms. A
comparison to the prevalent simple-hopping approach, using
instruction traces from the MiBench benchmark suite, showed
that our heuristic improves experiment throughput by several
orders of magnitude for most benchmarks.
A detailed analysis of a suboptimally performing input
(the bitcount benchmark) illustrated a principal limitation of
smart-hopping using only breakpoints and watchpoints: without
additional hardware support, programs with long-running,
homogeneous loops and little to no memory accesses cannot
be efficiently fast-forwarded. Subsequently we described an
extension to our heuristic that automatically inserts checkpoints
based on a fast-forwarding cost threshold, effectively capping
costs. The resulting checkpoint positions are aligned with
program-phase specific forwarding imperviousness, and the
total checkpoint count – which directly results in recording time
and hard-disk space consumption – can be tuned by increasing
the threshold.
Taking into account the enormous performance gains
and the satisfactory solution to even pathological cases, we
conclude that the presented fast-forwarding mechanism offers
a great potential: It gives developers of embedded systems
the opportunity to systematically test the susceptibility of their
software to hardware faults and to evaluate the effectiveness of
fault-tolerance mechanisms on the real target hardware platform,
which is the most accurate experiment platform possible.
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